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24 Stars notes 2019/10/25 - Fri - evolution during

core H burning

Mention test suite and mesastar.org as sources for MESA projects. Will need to send me
an email with 1-paragraph summary on due date (Nov 4).

24.1 Evolution on the Main Sequence

How the star changes during the hydrogen burning phase.
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Want to understand how the star changes its structure while still burning hydrogen.
The main reason that this can be done is that there is a hierachy of timescales. The time
on the main sequence is

tMS =
Enuc

L
=
Enuc/mp

Eth/mp

tKH

since the evolution time on the main sequence is much longer than the Kelvin-Helmlotz
time, the star evolves from one solution to another where each solution is in balance:

T
ds

dt
= 0 = εnuc −

∂Lr

∂mr

This made modeling much easier in the past.
Evolution during this time is one of changing the composition (H→He) from one thermal

equilibrium state to another.

24.2 Massive stars

M > M�: Convective core, burning via CNO cycle (H to He), has a radiative envelope.
What is the main thing that’s changing with time?
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Big point is that converting H to He reduces the number of particles exerting pressure
(per unit mass). 8 particles become 3.

Writing down:

P =
ρkT

µmp

=
ρkT

mp

[2X + 3
4
Y ]

where Y is the He mass fraction and X is the Hydrogen mass fraction. for Hydrogen +
0.25 helium, µ = 0.6 and for pure He µ = 4/3. The virial theorem is still satisfied so

kT ' GMµmp

R

the nuclear burning is very temperature sensative, so a rise in temperature dumps energy
into the star, causing it to expand and cool.

So because the CNO cycle is so temperature sensative, Tc stays approximately constant
and the star readjusts to increasing µ by increasing R.

How does changing µ effect the heat transport?

L ∼ 4πR2 c

3κρ

1

R
aT 4

and
κ = 0.2(1 +X)cm2/gram

for electron scattering. Using ρ ∝M/R3 and assuming T is constant, and thus R ∝ µ,

L ∝ R

κρ
∝ R4

κ
∝ µ4

1 +X

so the luminosity increases with µ. So we see that the star’s luminosity increases and also
does it’s radius, to keep the core temperature fixed.
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Note that for that scaling
Lpure He

Lcosmic

= 40

this is really too much because only the inner regions actually become pure helium. The
change in radius goes like R ∝ µ implies a factor of 2 in radius. This really does occur.

Reference to figure below with HR evolution diagram. You can see increase in luminos-
ity, A to B. Massive stars evolve on the main sequence by increasing radius and L. Also
see MESA paper 1, figures 14 and 22.
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24.3 Evolution on the Main Sequence for low mass stars

How the star changes during the hydrogen burning phase.
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Massive stars evolve on the main sequence by increasing radius and L. see MESA paper
1, figure 22.

24.4 Low mass stars

M < M� radiative core, pp burning. in this case

Lnuc =

∫
εdmr ∝ T 4-6

c

so it is still true that L due to heat losses increses as µ increases. Because Lnuc ∝ T 4 or so,
the temperature must rise to match the increased energy loss rate. Not going to work this
out. Looking at the 1.0M� evolution on the HR diagram we have, it moves parallel to the
main sequence.

This makes dating of Globular clusters difficult. These have roughly ages of 1010 years
so that the stars leaving the main sequence today have masses of ∼ 0.9.

zero age main sequence

turnoff

lower mass main sequence

Teff

L

Also see MESA paper 1, figure 14. Current state of the art for ages of Globular clusters
from MS. Turnoff provides the age to only ±2 Gyr.
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24.5 H-depleted core formation

M > M�: Convective core, burning via CNO cycle (H to He), has a radiative envelope.
M < M�: radiative core, pp burning
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Kippenhahn diagram. Can see that only the inner regions get burned. also the burning
shuts off when the core is converted to helium, which is at 5.6 on the time axis.
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24.6 Central Hydrogen depletion

M > M� first. Eventually the temperature does rise as X decreases until the fuel runs out
in the core. When this happens the He core gravitationally contracts on tKH . The B to
C hook in the HR diagram called the Henyey hook is due to this. Contraction halts once
hydrogen burning has ignited in a shell surrounding the helium core.

for M < M�, T is rising even on the main sequence, so the transition to shell burning
is more gradual. Since there is no convective core, there is no sudden depletion, the helium
core just slowly grows. Can see this in the Kippenhahn diagrams, as the helium core ramps
up at about 6 Gyr.
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The helium core mass will be growing in time. Question is can this evolution persist
until all H is burned. We will show that the above picture can only be constructed when
the helium core is a small fraction of the mass.
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